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In Business  for Good

Since the beginning, we have used our 

business as a force for good in everything we

do—from the products we make to the 

nonprofit partnerships we forge to the ways 

we take care of our employees and show up

in communities across the globe.

Let’s get specific about what we mean by

using our business as a force for good.

Explore our three areas of focus—people,

planet and product—to learn more about the

practices and initiatives that make up the

backbone of our business and unique

operating philosophy.

People
Klean is devoted to caring for our 

diverse, global team.

Planet
At Klean, environmental 

responsibility is more than a single

initiative.

Product
Klean designs products to be

solutions.



Familyand Employee Owned
At Klean Kanteen, we’re a majority female-

owned, family and employee-owned business, 

on a mission to make the world a better,

healthier and cleaner place. We introduced 

America’s first BPA-free stainless steel reusable

water bottle in 2004, because we wanted a safe,

nontoxic alternative to plastic bottles. Today, we

continue to design functional alternatives to

single-use plastics that make kicking the plastic 

habit fun and easy.

Along the way, we have remained family owned 

while also extending ownership to eligible

employees. We became a certified B Corp in 

2012.

This unique structure pairs complete 

operational freedom and autonomy with a 

commitment to a stringent set of internationally 

recognized standards for social and 

environmental transparency, accountability and 

performance. This progressive way of doing

business is uniquely Klean and allows us to be

uncompromising in using our business as a force

for good.

BROTHER-SISTER TEAM  
JEFF CRESSWELL AND 
MICHELLE KALBERER



Third-Party Verification

Klean applies rigorous third-party standards for social and 

environmental performance, so we can be confident in our 

business and products—and so can you.



Klean Giving
We donate 1% of our sales to environmental 

nonprofits through 1% for the Planet. That

means every time someone buys a Klean 

product, we invest 1% of their purchase in 

organizations working hard to make the world

a more resilient and sustainable place. To

date, we have given away more than 3.6

million dollars in unrestricted funds. 

Unrestricted funds allow organizations to use

the money as they see fit to best support 

their missions and operations.

Through 1% for the Planet, we focus our efforts on 

key issues that are core to who we are and what

we do.

Todate, Klean has given more

than $3.6 million to fund

nonprofit programs that

benefit human and 

environmental health.
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Our Four Pillars

At Klean, we focus our 

philanthropic giving on four 

issues, or pillars, that align with

our mission, values and 

passions.

These four pillars guide 

our giving through 1% for

the Planet.

Plastic 
Pollution

Safe Consumer 
Products

Environmental  
Stewardship

Land and Water 
Conservation



Planet

Our 1% Partners

We support the following

nonprofits through 1% for

the Planet. All of these

organizations work on issues 

within our four pillars of

focus: plastic pollution, safe

consumer products, land

and water conservation and 

environmental stewardship.



Switching to recycled
stainless steel will result

in a:



Product
We’re helping people kick the single-use habit one 

Klean Kanteen at a time. Our products are reusable, 

BPA-free solutions to everything from plastic water 

bottles to single-use cups to disposable straws. We also 

design all of our products to last a lifetime. We call this

Klean Design.



Circular Design
Circular design is an approach to creating 

products that last longer, use safe recovered

materials and can be recycled themselves.

Circular design shows up in Klean’s product 

material features, like durability, recycled

content and recyclability. At the end of their

useful lives, Klean products can be turned into 

something new. This approach uses fewer virgin

resources and creates less waste.

Durable material choices coupled with 

other circular design elements like cross-

compatibility and reparability to extend

product life, and disassembly and 

recyclability to promote recovery at end of 

life are notable design features of Klean’s

product design approach.

and
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Focused on extending product use 
phase by designing in features like 
durability and reparability. 
Promotes recovery at end of use so 
product materials can become
something new.

Incorporates the same phases as circular 
model but has minimal considerations 
for longevity of product or recovery at 
end of life.



All You Need  is
One
Every time you use your Klean instead of a 

single-use product, you’re taking a stand

against disposable design. Using a Klean 

regularly for just three years can prevent a lot

of single-use waste. Just imagine the benefit 

of using the same Klean for five, ten or 

fifteen years!

Because manufacturing a long-lasting product 

like a Klean has an environmental footprint, we

encourage folks to use the same Kanteen for as

long as possible. We make it easier to extend

the life of your Klean with repairable and 

replaceable parts, versatile lids and handy 

repair kits.

R EPL ACEM EN T  IN

2 YEARS

R EPL ACEM EN T  IN

5 YEARS

R EPL ACEM EN T  IN

10 YEARS

Effect of Product Replacement:
The longer you use your Klean before replacing it, the

smaller the environmental footprint.
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Repairability
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It takes far fewer resources to repair a product than it

does to make a brand new one. That’s why we design

ours to be reparable, whenever possible.

While the stainless steel components of our products 

are virtually indestructible, smaller parts, like the

silicone o-rings in our caps, will wear out over time. Our 

handy repair kits and online care-and-use videos help

people replace worn-out parts.

We offer repair options for more than 80% of
our products.



Leakproof  
Café Cap
Our popular Café Cap now comes in tan or 

classic black. The Café Cap pairs with our TK 

Closure™ internal thread design to keep

drinks hotter or colder than ever before. Turn

any vacuum insulated TKWide into a to-go 

mug with this

leakproof cap. A handy swivel loop allows for 

easy carrying and hanging, and tucks out of the

way when not in use.

Like all of our products, the Café Cap is 

100% BPA free. It is also easy to take

apart for cleaning and is dishwasher safe.

Easy Clean

Minimal moving parts 

make this cap both 

durable and easy to deep

clean.

Safe

BPA-free and nontoxic 

materials: PP #5 and food-

grade silicone

User Friendly

Intuitive threaded 

system makes 

disassembly easy.

Better Seal

• Pressure release tabs

• Cylindrical shaft seal with

o-ring

• Flat seal interface

• Wide support disc

• Large silicone valve ensures

flow when you  need it and

robust seal  when you don’t

Convenient

Creates a leak-proof to- go

mug with one twist.



Cross - Compatibility
Change your cap, not your bottle. From chug caps to sport caps, straw lids to coffee tops, we’ve got

caps and lids for every style of sipping, slurping and swilling imaginable. We’ve designed our many

caps and lids to be compatible with all bottles and bottle sizes in their product family. We also sell

caps and lids as accessories, so folks can increase the versatility of their Kanteen just by purchasing a 

few lids.

Product



Thermal 
Performance
We’ve revolutionized thermal performance with 

two key innovations. The first is our award-

winning Climate Lock® vacuum insulation. With 

durable double-wall construction, Climate Lock 

consistently out-performs the competition.

Add Climate Lock to our new TK Closure 

system and you’ve got unbeatable thermal

performance. We’ve replaced the traditional

external thread closure system on our lids and

bottles with a revolutionary internal thread

design that creates a stronger insulated

barrier.

HOT COLD ICED

TKWide

64oz w/ Loop Cap
38 hours — 135 hours

TKPro

33oz
33 hours — 100 hours

TKCanister

32oz
11 hours 45 hours —

Tumbler

16oz w/ Straw Lid
4 hours — 20 hours

Classic

32oz w/ Loop Cap
24 hours — 90 hours

Reflect

20oz w/ Bamboo Cap
— 20 hours 40 hours

Kid Kanteen®

12oz w/ Sport Cap
12 hours — 40 hours

120°–190°F 38°–55°F 32°–55°F
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3960 Morrow Lane | Chico, CA 95928 

kleankanteen.com

Contact:

Sandy Sferrella-Taylor
National Sales Manager, Housewares, Gift & Juvenile

ssferrella-taylor@kleankanteen.com
717.475.6441

mailto:Ssferrella-taylor@kleankanteen.com
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